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This document will guide you through the booking for the Eurokonstantia
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Front page

This will lead you back
to the main page,
Eurokonstantia.de.

Please confirm your identity by entering the displayed
alpha-numeric code. If You are unable to identify the
code shown, a new captcha can be generated.

In case you already started a registration and saved
your basic data, you will have received an e-mail,
including a code, which can now be entered here, in
order to continue the registration. Please check your
junk-mail, if you haven’t received such an e-mail.
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Select university

Please select the region, your university is located in.
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Insert basic data
Standard view

This person doesn’t have to
participate in the event. A
local contact person will be
named to continue the
booking.
The detail of the variant billing address is optional
in the standard view and can be activated by
clicking on the checking box „insert variant billing
address“.
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Special: Uni Konstanz / HTWG Konstanz / PHTG Kreuzlingen

Please don’t enter your university’s name, but the
name of your team.

This person doesn’t have to
participate in the event. A
local contact person will be
named to continue the
booking.

As a Team from Konstanz / Kreuzlingen, please
insert your private address instead of the address of
the university. Official competition teams should
insert the address of the respective Academic Sports
Service.
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Receiving initial email

This is a sample of the e-mail you will receive after saving the basic data. Please check
your junk-mail, if you haven’t received such an e-mail. Otherwise You can contact our
team (eurokonstantia@uni.kn).
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Sport manager
Overview at the begin
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Overview if all data are correct
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The „pay now“-Button will be unlocked as soon as all
important entries are accurate.

Overview after finishing the booking
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Arrival and depature
Standard view
Please contact us, if you want to indicate a
different time of arrival.
Please pay attention to the latest possible
time of arrival, as it is possible there are
already qualifiers running at that time.
Your team is inivited to join the opening
ceremony. The actual date will be
announced in time.

Special: Uni Konstanz / HTWG Konstanz / PHTG Kreuzlingen

For the teams from Konstanz we only need
to know how many people from your team
will take part in the opening ceremony,
whose date will be announced in time.
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Delegations Dinner
In case this is unlocked, two representatives
are able to take part in our delegation
dinner. These two have to be registered as
delegates in the process of the participants
administration. Of course they can take part
in the tournament as well. We shall take
care the delegation dinner does not with
any competition!

Give a comment for our team

At this point You can easily address any
question, comment or suggestion to us. We
will then get in touch with you.
Please contact us directly via e-mail or
telephone regarding important questions
relevant for the successful conclusion of
your registration.
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Accept the booking deadline
Here you can find important dates for the
booking periods. In order to get the EarlyBird discount (provided it is available) it is
important to conclude your registration and
pay within the indicated booking deadline.
It is possible to name persons, who are not
yet confirmed, e.g. A or B and substitute
them for their real names later. Please note,
that only the first and last name can be
changed, not any other detail.

Important information
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Select payment options
Depending on the selected university, there
will appear different payment methods,
from which you can choose.

Cost overview before finishing the registration
This cost overview is not a final bill, but only
a provisional estimate of all costs.
The deposit is made up of the number of
registered teams multiplied by the amount
of the deposit, which can be viewed at
„Important Information“ .
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Administrate persons
Overview at the begining

Later all participants will be listed
here, according to their status.

There are up to four different roles, depending on the
chosen university.

These options
can be applied
to single or
several
selected
persons.

1. Local person in charge: Serves as a contact for us
during the event; is able to be a coach, player or delegate.
2. Player: Plays in one or more teams; can also be a
coach.
3. Delegate: Can be a player, and in case it is unlocked
participate in the delegation dinner, can be a coach; e.g.:
university representative, team doctor, representative of
the university press
4.Supporter: Accompanying person who neither
participates in the tournament, nor is a representitive.
Supporters, delegates and local person in charge receive
a discount to the amount of the entry fee (noted in the
package)

Mouse roll-over
opens an infobox
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Overview after data is complete
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Select a person by clicking.
Several persons can be selected
simultaneously.

Shows team function of a
person and whether he/she is
a coach

Problems will be stated here. After all problems
have been resolved, personnel administration will
be marked „correct“ and the registration can be
concluded.

You’ll get to the team
administration by clicking on
the name of team. (-> Page
21)
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Delete the whole team.
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Create a new person
If you create a new person after
saving the previous one, the same
kind of package will automatically
be selected for the new one, but
of course can be changed again.

Create new team
In order to create a new team, at first please
choose the discipline, then define a coach, whose
e-mail address you insert twice, to avoid mistakes.
Important information, such as schedules, will be
sent to this e-mail address.
One person is allowed to be a coach for several
teams.

Important information about the
selected discipline can be found
here.

If a certain discipline is already booked up, please
contact our organisation team.
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Edit persons

For quicker editing, you can select several persons at once.
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Turn person into person in charge
There has to be one local person in charge.
He/She will be our contact for all our
questions regarding your team during the
event and arrival/departure. Please make
sure to give the correct phone number and
e-mail address.
Of course the local person in charge is able
to be a coach, player or delegate as well.
The local person in charge only has to pay
the reduced entry fee, if he/she doesn’t
participate in any discipline.

Turn person into delegate

Usually delegates hold representitive positions at their university, e.g. representative of the Academic Sports
Service. They could also be team doctors, press representatives, players or coaches.
Delegates can take part in the delegation dinner (if offered) and be a coach or a player of one or more teams. In
case they do not participate in any competition, they only have to pay the reduced entry fee.
To avoid mistakes, please enter your e-mail address twice.
Several persons can be named delegates at once.
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Supporters are only accompaning. They
neither participate in any competition,
nor have representative tasks and they
only pay the reduced entry fee.

Turn person into supporter

Add person to a team
Only teams, which correspond to the
selected persons‘ criteria are displayed
at this point. In case your created team
does not show up, remember to assign
specific criteria necessary for the
discipline (sex, registered discipline, not
a supporter) to the selected person.

Error: A person can only be in one team

If any of these error messages show up,
either one person you want to add to a
team is already in a team and wants to
enter a blocked discipline, or the person is
already registered at a blocked discipline,
so he/she cannot participate in an
additional discipline.
A discipline gets blocked, if participating in
a second discipline would overlap the
schedule of the first one (e.g.: football and
handball). Disciplines, whose schedules are
designed for double registrations are e.g.
volleyball and beachvolleyball.
Accidentally registered and now blocked
persons can be deleted
via “edit teams” function (-> Page 21).
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Edit team

Coaches can be changed right here.

By clicking „X“ the person will get deleted from the team
without safety check. This person still remains in the persons
overview.
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Finish booking
Overview and terms and conditions

Here you can find an overview of the
entered contact data, selected packages
and granted discounts.
As soon as You tick the box „accept terms
and conditions“ the pay-button will be
unlocked and you can finish your
registration.

After finishing the booking

After finishing the registration you will receive an e-mail
containing all important information and the bill (PDFfile). Please check your junk-mail as well.
Afterwards you can go back to the sport manager. Some
of the functions are now blocked.
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Receiving a mail after finishing the booking

The e-mail you will receive varies dependent on the selected packages.
Of course you have the possibility to call up your registration at any time.
Furthermore we will give you the opportunity of rating our service within a short survey,
consisting of six questions. We would appreciate any kind of personal feedback! Thank You
very much!
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Possibilities to edit after finishing the booking
Edit persons
You can substitute persons even after
finishing the registration. This is important in
case a person is unable to attend the event or
if at that time not all of the persons are
certain. Please note, that only first- and
surname can be changed! On top of that, the
mobile phone number and e-mail address of
the local person in charge can be changed as
well.

Arrival, departure, delegation-dinner
Here you can change your arrival or departure team until the end of the registration time.

Print invoice
You can download your invoice as a .pdf.

Cancellation an additional booking
After finishing your registration major
modifications can only be made as agreed with
our organisation team, e.g. register a new
team. According to the terms and conditions
this could lead to higher cost.
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Imprint
Copyright: Felix Schuler.
Translation: Nicholas Johnson
Questions durin booking?: eurokonstantia@uni.kn
Technical questions: Felix Schuler info@felix-schuler.de
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